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Ms Eilish Hardiman is CEO at CHI. Her testimony at the Oireachtas Committee on Health on

September 28th 2023 attempted to convince the committee that the surgeon knowingly implanted

a non-medical grade device.

We have compiled extracts from the committee that indicate that Ms Hardiman met Mr Connor

Green and Professor Damien McCormack in February 2020. They told her about the spring system

and they asked for her advice as CEO on the administrative process.

She says she never received the letter from Mr Connor Green. This letter was given to An Taoiseach

by Deputy Mary Lou McDonald.

Mr Greens letter to Ms Hardiman is clearly a summary of a meeting he and Professor Damien

McCormack had with Ms Hardiman in February of 2020 where he told her about the spring device.

It is not intended to give her new information but to summarise the meeting in a way to document

it for the record.

It is important to note that no where in Mr Green’s letter does he mention a non-medical grade

device. We have obtained a copy of this letter and it can be read on our website. It is written in the

assumption that it is a medical spring but he is asking Ms Hardiman the processes around bringing

in the device safely and appropriately to CHI.

CHI failed to check the medical grade of the spring. CHI failed to subject the spring to the

administrative process Mr Green asked Ms Hardiman about since he did not know what to do. CHI

failed to provide Mr Green appropriate equipment to do his job. CHI failed children in their care

and Ms Hardiman as CEO is responsible for CHI.

Ms Hardiman’s responses avoid acknowledging that Mr Green believed he was implanting a

medical device.

It seems that Ms Hardiman is scapegoating Mr Green for her failure to appropriately give the

guidance he asked for.

The following testimony shows how Ms Eilish Hardiman and Dr Paula Kelly try to scapegoat Mr

Connor Green. Saying it was only the surgeon responsible and there is no process issue.

But Senator Martin Conway gets Dr Allan Goldman CMO to admit that the system is flawed and Dr

Goldman has no idea if all devices across CHI in other specialities are medical grade.

It is clear that CHI failed and are trying to blame Mr Connor Green

The following shows how Ms Eilish Hardiman CEO and Ms Paula Kelly try to scapegoat Mr Green.



Ms Eilish Hardiman CEO CHI is questioned by Deputy David Cullinane and refuses to say that she did

not discuss the use of the spring distraction system indicating on February 20th 2020 at a meeting

with clinicians.



Ms Hardiman CHI CEO is then Questioned by Deputy John LaHart. The deputy again asks Ms

Hardiman about the meeting with clinicians on February 20th 2020. Ms Hardiman tries to deflect by

implying that the spring was research that should have been discussed with research teams. It is

clear from Prof McCormacks interview with Meave Sheehan in the Sunday independent that this was

not research it was a bespoke solution for patients. The surgeons were not trying to develop new

techniques but were using novel techniques they had seen at international conferences.

Ms Hardiman goes on to say that she does not approve off label use in CHI. This is dishonest since

80-90% of medications used in children are off label and nearly all surgical implants used in children

are off label.

On questioning by Deputy Róisín Shorthall Ms Hardiman claims to have no recollection of the part of

the meeting relevant to the spring. She also refers to the discussion being about approval of a

non-medical grade device despite being corrected multiple times by Deputy Shorthall who sticks to



the facts that Ms Hardiman was asked for guidance on a non-conventional treatment. Ms Hardiman

also admitted that she is responsible for the failure by standing aside of the investigation.



Deputy Nessa Hourigan outlines the ridiculous nature of Ms Hardimans claims that a surgeon just

walked into theatre with a spring



Senator Martin Conway points out that clearly CHI do not have processes in place to ensure

appropriate devices are implanted. Dr Paula Kelly tries to deflect from this fact by saying the surgeon

should have known not to implant it. But it is clear that the surgeon thought it was a medical spring

and no where in the letter does it say otherwise. Dr Paula Kelly also tries to scapegoat Dr Connor

Green for CHI failing.


